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Industry goliaths are 
calling the shots



What if the Walled Garden changes its
policy or its algorithm?



What is wrong with the

Walled Gardens ?

CLOSED & RESTRICTIVE

DATA ASYMMETRY / NO 

SHARING

BLACK BOXES



The
Value Erosion Crisis
is getting worse
as programmatic spend 
increases

loss of inventory value  

data leakage

low accountability 

commoditization

no visibility 

spend leakage 

lack of trust

fraud

poor performance



>85%
digital display ad 

spending is 
programmatic

There’s a growing frustration 
across the programmatic value chain

We’ve reached the tipping point… 

50%
brands are 

dissatisfied with ad 
performance

55%
of ad spend goes

to ad tech tax

53%
publishers’ biggest 
concern is they’re 
leaving money on 

the table



Sticking to the status quo
jeopardizes long-term success



Business survival now depends
on moving to a radically different
ad tech model



Shift to a Shared-Interest business 
approach, to deliver and reach more 
valuable audiences 

on their own terms!!



valuable audiences, right blend

full transaction transparency

get your fair share

integrity: data ownership, brand safety

take back control

CONFLICT OF INTEREST SHARED INTEREST

generic reach, one size fits all

black box

tech tax, value erosion 

risk: data leakage, brand exposure

walled garden, forfeit control

The strategic imperative

From: To:



Forward Thinking Publishers….

Realize their
fair share 

(Neutral 
independent

platform)

Act with 
certainty

(transparency and 
integrity)

Take back 
control

(Value Path
Optimization)



“Publishers that adopt data-focused decisioning, 
bring about alternatives to Walled Gardens.”

Head of Media and Planning, Merkle EMEA

https://www.merkleinc.com/emea/


“Stronger calls for transparency could also create
more pressure on these global players as the walled

garden nature of their ecosystems is not always
conducive to an advertiser being able to attribute

performance in a rigorous way. 

Global Head of Digital & Innovation, Zenith

https://www.zenithmedia.com/


“Marketers want partners to help crack open the
dominance of the Walled Gardens, and bring the

capabilities of privacy-compliant, people-based
marketing to the open web. This will ultimately result

in greater revenues for publishers” 

Chief Brand Officer, OpenX

https://www.openx.com/


THANK YOU!


